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e read a lot about how companies such as Google and
Facebook are revolutionising how people work through
empowering them to take ownership and take risk. Now, what if
we could create this in the classroom, students working
independently, pursuing solutions and creating ideas through
discovery. Imagine your students demonstrating a depth of
learning and engagement that is active and fuels high levels of
progress. Wouldn’t this be fantastic!
Student 1st Teaching focusses on planning, creating and
delivering student centred, active learning.
The result, engaged students, depth of
understanding, dynamic exciting
lessons and most of all fantastic
progress, all facilitated
by the teacher.

Interested?

Then you need to learn about…

Student

Teaching!
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hink about this for a second….





I don’t plan in detail because I don’t have the time
This means that my lessons aren’t as good as they could be
This means that my students don’t make as much progress
This means I then spend more time helping students to catch-up
and dealing with behaviour
 This means I have less time to plan
 You need to break the cycle!

What you need is the ability to produce high quality planning in
a time efficient manner. Conventional high quality lesson
planning is often far too time consuming or is
rushed and lacks quality. Regardless of the
great ideas or the ability of the teacher the
end result is either poor quality lesson from
lack of planning or poor quality lessons from
not being able to sustain in-depth planning.
With this in mind, Student 1st Teaching not
only focusses on high quality, student
centred planning but also gives you the
tools to create in-depth planning notes
in a fraction of the time than when using
conventional approaches.
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tudent First Teaching is about putting the student at the heart of
the learning process by allowing them to take control of how
they learn.
Student First Teaching works from the
philosophy that every lesson, every day,
every week should be of a high
quality and focussed on student
ownership of their own learning
journey. Addressing every
aspect of teaching, we have
developed a range of
student centred strategies
for you to use along with an
approach to fit these strategies
together into an effective student
focussed lesson, we know this as…

Student

Teaching!
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hen planning your lessons, Student 1st Teaching takes the
viewpoint of the student at every opportunity, tailors teaching
strategies, and tasks so that students can take ownership of
them within their learning.
Based around 5 key elements, Student 1st Teaching is
designed to be simple to follow and implement. The 5 elements
to follow when planning every lesson are Student Focus, Core
Teaching and Learning, Planning, Creating Resources and
Delivery of the lesson.
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he central line of thinking to Student 1st Teaching is
to place the student at the heart of all aspects
of the lesson.
To achieve this, Student 1st Teaching works
towards using active, engaging tasks
for students to undertake independently,
and planning learning so that the
teacher acts as a facilitator.
Combine, and the result
is active, student led
and owned learning
that maximises progress.
As such, when
planning your
lessons ensure
that each activity,
where possible.
is active and student led.
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he founding principal of Student 1st Teaching is to plan and
deliver student centred, active lessons.

Research from the Main Institute has found that active learning
rather than passive learning leads to higher levels of
understanding and retention. Traditional teaching focusses on
the teacher delivering content with students passively
engaging. Student 1st Teaching flips this through focussing on
students actively learning through doing, in effect discovery,
and as such the focus moves from teachers teaching to
students learning. The trick is to model your lesson activities so
that students are engaged in active learning from start to end,

every lesson, every day, every week.
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tudent centred, active learning leading to rapid levels
of sustained progress. Every lesson, in every school
should focus on placing their students at the heart of
learning and provide them with opportunities to not
only learn new content, but also develop their own
learning skills. Develop this ethos of learning and
you will develop a positive, active, engaging
learning culture.
Student 1st Teaching is based around the use of 7 core
teaching and learning principals and sketch
lesson planning, which supports the process
of planning to ensure each component
is embedded into the lesson at the
appropriate time. So when you
are planning consider these
following points1. Active lesson
objectives
2. Micro learning
activities
3. Student centred
lesson structure
4. Differentiation
5. Assessment to
inform learning
6. Action on feedback
7. Literacy & numeracy
focus
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esson objectives are the starting point for planning any lesson,
but this is often as far as they are used.
Sky High Questions are a method of forming lesson
objectives into challenging questions which can be accessed by
your students. As a result they can be used throughout the
lesson to establish, inform and summarise learning.
Ensure that your lesson objectives are
more than just a planning starting point
and are included as part of the learning
process itself. Sketch lesson planning
uses reflection to support you in ensuring
that your lesson objectives are built into the
full learning process.
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s mentioned in the previous point, try to plan your lesson so
that they are student centred, after all it’s the students who
should be learning. Follow the 70-20-10 model of delivery, 70%
of the lesson tasks should be students doing, 20% should be
discussion and AfL, and 10% focused on teacher delivery.
Sketch lesson planning uses a lesson doughnut to support
reflection on what percentage of the lesson is focused on the
students learning and the teacher teaching.
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n order to deliver the learning all lessons need activities and
tasks. When planning these try to ensure a focus on students
doing and also consider micro learning, chunks of learning
between 5-15 minutes in length to help support progress and
pace.
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nsuring tasks are differentiated at the right time so that all
students can make progress is crucial to success. The ‘GAP’
differentiation strategy allows you to differentiate tasks using
signposting so that students can select the level of challenge
appropriate to their learning.
Consider how you decide on which tasks to differentiate and
how. Sketch lesson planning builds this into the planning
processes to ensure opportunities are not overlooked through
the use of visual markers to plot where differentiation takes
place.
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How do you know your students are making
progress?

How do they know they are making progress?

n order to answer these questions it is essential to plan for AfL
opportunities at points within the lesson that will inform
learning. Don’t fall into the pitfall of
assessment for assessments sake!
Think about how you use self and peer
assessment and questioning. Student 1st
Teaching incorporates the Green Pen
and Q-Time Questioning strategy to
support these areas.
Also, as previously mentioned, sketch
lesson planning uses visual markers
to plot these core teaching and
learning activities so you know you’ve
got them present at the correct times.
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ssessment is at its most
effective if it informs learning, however the use of feedback is
one of the most commonly overlooked aspects of planning
within lessons. Ensure that when you plan to undertake an AfL
activity, the outcomes are then used to inform learning that
follows.
‘BIG’ assessment is an ideal framework to consider using.

B
I
G

Baseline
Identify improvements
Go & improve
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he final stage of the 7 core T&L considerations is to ensure that
opportunities to support or extend the use of literacy and
numeracy are acted upon. Take time to review your planning
and identify where this level of support would have an impact.
Too often it is accepted that students will just be able to do it!
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‘By failing to prepare,

you are preparing to fail’.
Benjamin Franklin

uccessful lessons start at the planning stage
and Student 1st Teaching is built around this.
Utilising the core T&L principals along
with the student learning tools will
support you in delivering student
centred, active learning.
However ensuring that
this is structured in the
correct sequence with
all the essential
components present
is a difficult and time
consuming task.
Student 1st Teaching
recognises this and the
sketch lesson plan is a
highly effective solution.
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ould you like to plan engaging, student centred lessons every
time?
Does your planning promote
self-reflection to ensure that you
have all the vital aspects in place
for your lesson to support
outstanding progress?

Does your planning include all
of the 7 core teaching and
learning principals, as identified
through Student 1st Teaching,
to guarantee student led learning?
Sketch lesson planning
(developed originally from
sketch notes), provides a
planning template which is not
only quick to use (hence the
sketch reference) but also
provides guidance and a
structure that supports quality
planning, through ensuring that the core teaching and learning
elements from the Student 1st Teaching approach are included
at the required points within the lesson. As a result, this has
proven to bring about rapid improvements to the quality of
lesson delivery and learning taking place.
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hen creating the resources to support the delivery
of your lesson activities you still need to minimise the
teaching and support learning.
To do this you need to follow the 70-20-10 model so
that students can access resources when they
require them to ‘pull' their learning.
The ‘pull’ resources model supports this step in the
Student 1st Teaching model.
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hrough following and using the Student 1st
Teaching principals you will have created student
centred, active lessons.
So now you’re ready and confident to take the
unforgiving cycle and create a success cycle I can plan effectively in the time available
 This means my planning has the 7
core T&L principals, so is of a high
quality
 This means my lessons are
engaging and focussed
on learning
 This means I can now
facilitate in lessons
 This means more
time to focus on
supporting and
extending in lessons
 This means my
students are making
sustained progress
 This means I now have
even more time to create
even better quality lessons
and resources!
 You need to sustain this cycle!
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tudent 1st Teaching is designed to allow you to plan and deliver
student centred, active learning, and also to be simple to use
and time effective. To support you in learning how to use
Student 1st Teaching and to plan and create your lessons you
can visit standoutteaching.co.uk
The site provides a range of tools, support and resources to
help planning and also to use within your lessons, saving you
valuable time. The site offersSketch lesson plan

Download and use the sketch lesson plan template
to ensure all your planning is time efficient,
high quality and contains all 7 core teaching
and learning principals.
Available in a single lesson or daily
planning format.
Not sure how to use it? The site also
contains tutorials to assist you during
the first steps.
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T&L strategies

Student 1st Teaching is based around placing the student at the
centre of learning. To support them in taking ownership,
Standout Teaching has a range of teaching strategies for your
students to use. From ‘GAP’ differentiation to Sky High
Questions and Connect you will create a whole new language
for learning for your students to use.
The site outlines each of these strategies and more, offers how
to guides, tools to help create resources and ready to go online
activities to use within your lessons to save you time and give
you new ideas to support engagement.
‘Easy’ online resources

It’s great to try new ideas and the Standout Teaching site has a
wealth of online activities for you to use within your lessons.
Includes online presentations, worksheets and instructions to
get you thinking about how to make your lesson student
centred.
All resources are adaptable
to fit a range of subjects or
topics and are a great starting
point for embedding the core
T&L principals and Student 1st
strategies.
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Student 1st lesson Plan Creator

Work smart! High quality lesson planning doesn’t need to be
time consuming. The web based lesson Plan creator is exactly
that.

Use the online tool to create your perfect lesson, allow the tool
to automatically check the quality of your lesson, receive instant
guidance, assign resources from the Standout Teaching site
and best of all download your lesson plan complete with
resource hyperlinks.
Quick, supportive, time saving and all focussed on helping you
plan and deliver student centred, active learning.
Student 1st lesson planning App

Why limit where you can plan? Sometimes it can be a race to
the staffroom to get access to a computer, so why not use your
tablet or smart phone?
The Student 1st lesson planning app gives
you all the features of the online planning
tool but can be used anywhere.
Plan your lesson then email your
completed plan so it’s there ready
and waiting.
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Guidance & tutorials

Great planning doesn’t just stop at using
the Student 1st Teaching principals.
Timings, type of activities and structure
are also essential. Standout Teaching
has a range of additional guidance
and tutorials to aid you in perfecting
those little things when planning and
delivering your lesson.
From ‘lesson doughnuts’ to
‘lesson infographics’, the Standout
Teaching site has each base
covered so you can perfect your
teaching.
As ever, they’re easy to use, easy to
embed and all tested and developed
in a real teaching context.
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o access all of the resources and strategies mentioned within
this book, and for support planning, creating and delivering
lessons using Student 1st Teaching you can visit our website…
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If you would like to see examples of current, effective practice
using the Student 1st Teaching tools and read blogs, watch
tutorials and see how other teachers are using Student 1st
Teaching then please visit our social media feeds atTwitter

@StandoutTeach

YouTube

www.youtube.com/StandoutTeaching

Facebook
Blog

www.facebook.com/StandOutTeaching
www.standoutteaching.co.uk/news

Many thanks for taking the time to read this guide, and good
luck with your teaching.

In addition, I am very proud to say our product is developed by
teachers, for teachers.

Founder & Teacher
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The home of…
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